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INT. KITCHEN --AFTERNOON

Arnold lifts a cooking pan from the stove. He eats

directly from the pan and looks on the parts lying on the

table.

He puts a soy sauce in the pan and eats from it. He looks

on the pan with disgust and spits into it. He throws it

into the sink, washes it, and drinks a glass of water

trying to clean his mouth.

He looks on the soy sauce.

ARNOLD

Baah, what was inside of this?

He focuses again on the parts and plastic filament lying

on the table and grabs a blue sheet manual with the title

"Assembling 3D Printers for dummies"

JUMPCUT

Arnold assembles the frame of a 3d printer on the kitchen

counter, while also smoking a joint. He looks again in the

manual and tries to install new pieces.

He does a clumsy move and The whole frame collapses and

falls apart.

Arnold shakes from anger

A strong sound comes from Arnold’s stomach

Arnold shrinks and runs to the toilet.

ENTERANCE --EVENING

Gugi enters, he puts his toolbox down, and hangs his hat.

He goes into the kitchen and sees all the printer parts

lying on the table.

He looks curiously in the 3Dprinter parts. He grabs the

instruction manual and looks on the soy sauce with

surprise

GUGI’S FLASHBACK --MORNING

Gugi enters the kitchen stretching.

He opens the fridge, but it’s empty.

There is the 3Dprinter plastic filament on the counter,

next to it there is an empty plastic bag with the mark Bio

noodles.

He lifts it and looks on it weirdly,

He heats a pan on the stove and starts to break the

plastic filament into small pieces and throw them into the

pan. The plastik "noodles" melt to oil.

Gugi tastes it with a spoon. He looks on it in disgust and

throws the plastik into an empty soja souce bottle.
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EVENING

Sound of Toilet flush.

Arnold comes out of the toilet and looks relieved.

He looks surprised and runs to the kitchen.

The printer is ready and printing with the plastic

filament attached to it.

ARNOLD

How did you manage to...?

The 3Dprinter is printing a burger.

Gugi grabs it and bites it. It makes a strong crunch sound

ARNOLD

You do realize that you are

eating plastic right?

GUGI

If it looks good, then it tastes

good

Gugi eats the burger. Arnold looks on his printer.

ARNOLD

You still don’t understand what

we have here, huh?

The printer prints a new part.

GUGI

What is it?

ARNOLD

Our next printer, Gugi. This is

only a small part of my master

plan.

The part that is being printed becomes into a new

3Dprinter that stands on the counter next to the other

printer. Gugi and Arnold look on each 3Dprinter with joy.

ARNOLD

Now that we owe the means of

production, it’s just the first

step in my plan to abolish

capitalism.

A plastic cup finished to be printed. Gugi grabs the cup

and pours beer into it, he drinks from the cup and throws

it away.

GUGI

Awesome! no need to wash the

dishes anymore, just printing new

ones.
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Arnold is drawing on a drawing board with laboratory cloth

and thinking

GUGI

Designing out next print, Arnold?

ARNOLD

Designing the prototype of my

master plan.

Gugi stands next to a laptop computer

GUGI

Man you are wasting your time, I

found this website where you can

find and download everything you

want

On the monitor screen there are pictures of 3d models,

different tools, toys, and lego pieces, Gugi click

download on each one of them one by one.

ARNOLD

This is not a fuckin shopping

mall! I’m doing some serious

stuff here!

GUGI

Well, in that case we need to

print more printers

The printers prints again new parts which become again 3D

printers.

Arnold leaves frustrated

MORNING

There are now 4 3D printers on the table.

Gugi runs between each 3Dprinter and looks on each one of

them printing, he goes to the laptop and clicks on it

excessively.

on the Laptop screen we see "add 3D print to queue".

Arnold comes in the kitchen

ARNOLD

Have you just been printing the

whole night? Aren’t you suppose

to be at work?

GUGI

Why do I even need to work

anymore if I own the means of

production?
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ARNOLD

Well if you would just let me

finish my plan.

Arnold looks on the kitchen counter with the 3Dprinters.

ARNOLD

How am I suppose to have my

coffee and breakfast now?

Gugi hangs a tray on Arnold with dishes on it.

GUGI

Here! you can use my printed

portable kitchen.

Arnold lifts a printed cup with coffee, the cup melts and

the coffee spills down.

The whole plastic tray falls apart and break.

ARNOLD

I’m going out to grab something

outside and then to university.

make sure my 3Dprinters are

available when I get back

Arnold goes out of the Entrance door.

Gugi runs to the computer and clicks on it.

GUGI

Your printer or my printer?

The printer starts to print again

A timelapse of the printers printing

a screw driver

Lego parts

A smartphone

a gun

LIVING ROOM EVEING -EVENING

Gugi sits on his couch and plays with a 3D printed toy.

Everything behinds him is filled up with 3D printed

objects.

The entrance door opens, getting stuck into something and

opens again.

Arnold enters the flat.

ARNOLD

What the hell?

Arnold tries to walk slowly inside the house without

stepping on something trying to move through all the

printed objects.

He steps toward the kitchen, there is a cracking sound
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ARNOLD

OUCH!

That’s it! I’m finishing this.

Arnold grabs a pesticide dispenser from under the kitchen

counter, He puts inside of it an aceton can.

ARNOLD

It’s time to clean this mess

He sprays with the dispenser on the objects around him.

All the plastic is melting and becoming smoke

Arnold caughs.

Gugi grabs a plastic gas mask and wears it.

The room is filled with smoke, Arnold cough and falls.

MORNING

There is a delivery box on the counter. Gugi stands next

to it with a business suit and counts money.

Arnold comes from under the counter holding his head from

headace.

The room is empty from all the plastic prints, and only

one printer is left on the table printing.

ARNOLD

What’s going on? did I manage

destroy it all yesterday?

GUGI

Nope, you fell pretty quick, but

you were right. It did get pretty

tight here.

So I Decided to make some bucks

and sell it all online.

He flaps a dollar bill infront of Arnold’s face.

GUGI

Here, go grab yourself some

coffee and breakfast. you look

like you need one.


